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Key Selling Points
Commit to learning a new quilting technique - with mini quilts the process is far less daunting
As a qualified school teacher, author Alyce Blyth brings all her teaching passion to the book, helping new quilters get started and 
teaching experienced quilters new tricks
Perfect for a sew along at your local quilt shop, this book provides one block a month for your group to make.  

Description
Mini Masterpieces is a quilting masterclass. Follow along beginning with a fresh new take on basic blocks and increase to complex curves 
and colour-work. Throughout, international quilting teacher Alyce Blyth provides tips and advice she has learned through her years of 
quilting and from teaching students from all over the world.

Frustrated by quilt block books without anything to do with your finished work? This is part of what makes mini quilts so achievable. 
Mini Masterpieces is designed to be a quilt block of the month with a fabulous finish every time. Looking for a mini to swap? Alyce has 
you covered with 12 refreshing designs that use old favourites and new challenges too. Looking for a sew along with your guild or for 
your local quilt shop? Mini Masterpieces was designed just for you with one challenging block/mini a month for your whole group.

Looking to make a bigger quilt? Two beautiful takes on sampler quilts are included to encourage readers to mix and match and explore 
infinite design possibilities. Looking for something new but can't take on a big project? Mini quilts are the perfect solutions: easy to 
finish, fun to make, perfect for gifting or hanging on your studio wall.

Join the mini quilt mania and sew up each of these quilts in no time, expand your sewing skills and have fun knowing you can complete 
any of the projects included in Mini Masterpieces in an afternoon.

About the Author
Alyce Blyth started dabbling in quilting in 2011, but it was her family’s move to Japan in 2012 that really got her going as she realised 
the community and friendship that came with quilting. She soon discovered that designing and teaching quilting internationally was her 
passion and Blossom Heart Quilts became the place for doing just that. For more information go to www.blossomheartquilts.com.
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